ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

Small-animal imaging is a burgeoning field as evidenced by the range and breadth of recent imaging studies in the area
1, 2 and a spate of imaging systems. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Each system has unique characteristics and will perform differently for different tasks. Therefore, the question of optimal system design is difficult. Rigorous evaluation of an imaging system can be achieved through objective, task-based analysis. However, there do exist other, more qualitative evaluation methods that allow insight into some important general features of a given imaging system.
We have designed and built a small-animal imaging system, previously introduced in this meeting, 9 
where g is an M × 1 vector of projection data, f represents the N × 1 discretized object space, n is noise, and H is the M × N system matrix, responsible for mapping an object to an image.
Our group chooses to directly measure the system response, following techniques developed by Chen, et al. 12 This procedure involves moving a point source through the object space on a Cartesian grid inscribed 
Because of the Poisson nature of the physical processes governing data collection, noise can be minimized in the measured system matrix by using long exposure times. This low-noise system matrix means that simulated objects taken through the measured system matrix better represent noise-free projection data given by
Poisson noise can be added to the simulated projection data by sampling a Poisson random vector with mean g.
Differential Point-Response Function (DPRF)
Quantitative methods of the fashion described in the preceding subsection are the ideal tools for hardware assessment. However, these studies are typically time-consuming and difficult to implement. Properly chosen qualitative assessment methods are capable of providing some insight into the physical characteristics of an imaging system. These tools are not capable of replacing rigorous, objective studies, but can be useful complements to these studies by providing intuitive reinforcement and aiding our understanding of why certain aperture configurations perform best for certain tasks.
The differential point response function is a rapid, qualitative 3D analysis tool that lends insight into a pinhole plate's artifact and resolution characteristics. The DPRF is formed by taking the difference of two reconstructions. This procedure has been used before and is described in Dr. Don Wilson's thesis.
10
The DPRF is generated for an aperture in M 3 R as follows. A simulated random textured background (e.g. lumpy background 13 ) is taken through the measured system matrix for a given aperture. Two copies of the noise-free projection data are kept. One set is reconstructed without further alteration. The other set has a small number of signal counts added to each projection as shown in Figure 1 . The signal counts represent activity emanating from a single voxel in object space. This second set of signal-present data is also reconstructed. The difference of the two reconstructions is taken to produce the DPRF. Because the signal is so weak, the DPRF is best viewed as the slice of the reconstruction containing the signal or as a cross-section through the signal in that slice. 
Observer Study
A signal-detection study was chosen to objectively assess the same eight hardware configurations employed in the DPRF study. Five hundred lumpy background objects were generated. 13 
where t i is a test statistic for the i th hypothesis, s is the known signal, T is the M × P channel matrix, K T is the covariance matrix through the channels, andf i is a reconstruction belonging to the i th class.
In the case of channelized Hotelling observer, the covariance on the channel outputs (Equation 4) may be written as
where W is a N s × M matrix composed of the N s sample images, scaled by √ N s and having the mean sample image g subtracted. 11 The
matrix K T will be P × P where P -the number of channels -is typically less than twenty and often as few as five or six, making the covariance matrix easily invertible. Also, the small dimension of K T eases requirements on sample number and noise characteristics necessary to estimate the matrix. The signal-absent and signal-present reconstructions were each split into two sets of 250. 125 reconstructions from each of the first sets were selected for testing. 125 reconstructions from each of the second sets were selected to generate the sample signalŝ shown in Equation 4
. The second set of signal-absent reconstructions was also used to generate W .
Channel Types
Three well-known channel types -Laguerre-Gauss (LG), sparse difference-of-Gaussian (SDOG), dense difference-of-Gaussian (DDOG) -were employed in the channelized Hotelling observer.
17 Laguerre-Gauss channels have been used in previous signal-detection tasks with radially symmetric, smooth, signals because they form a basis on the space of rotationally symmetric square integrable functions. 18 
Difference-of-Gaussian channels have been previously used in detection studies and shown to correlate well with human-observer performance (following noise regularization).
19
The parameters for each channel type used in this signal-detection study are given in Table 2 . The DOG parameters were chosen based on values used in work done by Abbey. 19 A difference-of-Gaussian channel in frequency space is given by
where DOG j is the jth channel, ρ is spatial frequency, Q is a parameter determining channel bandwidth, and σ j = σα j is the channel width. The channel width depends on the initial channel width σ and the parameter α which must be greater than 1. Figure 4. Figures 2 and 3 Table 3 . AUC for a variety of aperture combinations and three channel types -Laguerre-Gauss, sparse differenceof-Gaussians, and dense difference-of-Gaussians. The data have been listed in order of descending AUC. The order was identical for all three channel types.
Laguerre-Gauss channel width was chosen by measuring AUC over a range of channel widths using three different aperture combinations (1111, 3333, 0303). Results of those calculations are given in
RESULTS
DPRF
The slices and cross-sections through the DPRFs shown in
AUC for different apertures and channel types.
Apertures
LG AUC. The DPRF resolution for each camera combination was also plotted against AUC. There does not appear to be a strong correlation between aperture combination resolution and AUC for this particular task. 
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